
 
At the beginning of July the 2nd meeting of the IYFR Adriatic and Ionian fleets took place. 
 
For this 2nd edition, as discussed in Portsmouth at the Area 1 AGM 2018, an attempt was made to 
create synergies between different activities carried out in the Adriatic Sea by the IYFR; the IYFR 
ICSA Fleet Coordinator, Vincenzo Rinaldi, thus, conceived the 
 

 
 
The event stems from the combination of two recurrent events in the Adriatic-Ionian Sea: the 3rd 
Edition of the “Italy-Croatia Rotarian Friendship Sailing” and the “2nd IYFR Adriatic and Ionian 
Fleet Meeting”, completed by the transfer activities of boats from the Home Bases to the places 
where the aforementioned events take place. 
 
The "Sailing of the Italian-Croatian Rotarian Friendship" was born three years ago from an idea of 
the IYFR Fleets of Italy Central Adriatic and Croatia, conceived during the 1st Fleet Meeting 
(Budva - Montenegro 24-26 April 2016) and in these three years it has shown an increase in the 
ever increasing participation; participation in the sailing this year was very good, even though it 
could have been even better; in 2016 three boats participated, last year four and, this year, seven 
boats, armed with crews of Iyforians of the " Italy Central Adriatic ", "Croatia", " Italy South-East " 
Fleets and the " Taranto Squadron "; initially four other vessels (two Italian and two Croatian) had 
registered, but they gave up due to technical-logistic problems, in addition two Italian vessels, due 
to logistics reasons, had to return to Italy the day before the end of the event; four other boats ("Italy 
Alto Adriatico", " Brindisi Squadron” and " Albania Squadron" and the boat of the Balkan Regional 
Commodore, Marko Murn), wanted to participate but gave up because ... the Adriatic is "long "... 
and the more distant would have had to sail two more days. 
 
Altogether 37 iyforians took part in the event. 
 
During the sailing, on board and during the ports stops in Ancona, Iz-Veli, Zut and Biograd, there 
were many occasions that helped to strengthen the spirit of friendship in joy and familiarity 

 

 



   
 

   
 

  
 

 
 

   
 



   
 

As for the 2nd Adriatic Fleet Meeting, on the evening of 7th, in Biograd, in the magnificent structure 
of the Marina, the convivial 
 

  
 

   
 

 
 

and the morning after the “work meeting” during which various topics were examined: the 
communication between the Fleets to expand synergies and joint participation in the events, the 
creation of greater interactions on the web, the Rotary/Iyfr “Plastic Free Water” Project; particular 
attention was paid to the future development of the “Navigate with the IYFR and Rotary in 
Adriatic” event, hypothesizing, among other things, for the coming years to do more races, include 
more Rotarian existing regattas or that already see participation of Rotarians (Carniola, Zara, 
Vieste-Lastovo, Pesaro-Rovigno, Barcolana, Brindisi-Corfu ... etc.), In the North, Central and South 
Adriatic, in a single "container" and organize a trophy similar to the historical one called " Barnett 
Bell ". Ideas , technical and practical solutions can be presented at the Area 1 AGM 2019 in Athens 
......... we wonder if we will succeed ...... we hope! 


